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A B S T R A C T - When evaluating system safety with Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA), data of
component reliability are necessary input data. Despite a significant effort which has been devoted to the
collection and processing of reliability data during the last ten years, the quality of data available is still not
satisfactory. In the present paper, a method for a suitable failure rate estimation with the help of expert
judgement of maintenance people is proposed. Expert judgement about component state is combined with
information gathered from a classical reliability database. With the proposed method, generic data are adapted to
specific components with combination of probability and fuzzy logic theory.

1 Introduction

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is a widely used tool for evaluation of safety of
complex technologies, since it enables processing large amounts of information. However,
precise information, necessary for modeling, is often limited or even missing. The main
sources of uncertainty in PSA are:

limited knowledge of physical phenomena:
at some stage in evaluating the probabilities of events, models of relevant physical
processes must be used (e.g. does molten fuel- coolant interaction occur).

probabilistic modeling of systems:
a system model may be imprecise due to assumptions, predictions or because of analyst's
limited knowledge about the system.

input reliability data:
three main components of input reliability data uncertainty are stochastic uncertainty,
subjective treatment of data and non-specific databases. The so-called stochastic
uncertainty of input reliability data is related to the stochastic nature of random processes.
The second source of uncertainties is introduced by subjective treatment of data, which
depends on analysts, for instance, whether assumptions were adequately taken into
account when estimating failure rates. The third type of uncertainty is due to non-specific
databases. A lot of events have a low frequency of occurrence, so the use of non-specific
data is unavoidable.

Despite a significant effort which has been devoted to the collection and processing of
reliability data during the last ten years, the quality of data available is still not satisfactory
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[3]. The component reliability is significantly dependent on environmental and operational
factors, materials used, design, maintenance, etc. The parameter which is normally generated
for a PSA database is the failure rate, whereas other factors with high impact on component
reliability and on its failure rate are usually not explicitly given. Furthermore, data in data
bases are often gathered from different sources under the assumption that all the data come
from a homogenous sample with a common constant failure rate, which is usually not the
case.

PSA applications for Technical Specification improvements, the development of PSA to
Living PSA and the use of PSA to represent actual plant safety status reveal that the present
models are not sufficient [8]. A major limitation is the uncertainty of parameter data, for
example uncertain failure rates [10].

Maintenance people often develop their own opinion, so-called expert judgement, about the
state of system components. They may identify some indications of deterioration in
components during overhaul, for example the grease or lubrication may be dirty, traces of
corrosion may be found, etc. [1]'. Although this opinion could be helpful for a more
trustworthy selection of the component failure rate, it is usually not included in PSA analyses.
In the present paper, an approach for expert judgement integration into an existing component
probabilistic model is proposed. Because expert judgement is of linguistic nature, fuzzy logic
theory was used to evaluate this type of information.

2 Fuzzy Logic

In traditional mathematical modeling, based on "classical" mathematics, often the assumption
that precise data or data with precise error bounds are available is used. The sets of objects
(numerical data, frequencies) are named crisp sets and are uniquely characterized: an object is
or is not a member of a crisp set. However, in real life, it seems quite often that the transition
between membership and non-membership is gradual (e.g. unhealthiness of radiation levels)
[4]. Fuzzy sets are designed to realize the gradual transition from membership to non-
membership.

Mathematically, the membership of element a to fuzzy set A is realized by a characteristic
function, called membership function JUA(CI). It is a translation over a universe of discourse X,
associated with the base variable %, to membership degrees between 0 and 1 (Equation 2.1).

jUA (x): X -» [0,l] Equation 2.1

Two basic examples of fuzzy sets are the empty fuzzy set ^(Equation 2.2) and the universal
fuzzy set X (Equation 2.3).

Vx e X: jil0 (x) = 0 Equation 2.2

Vx e X: jUx (x) = 1 Equation 2.3

Fuzzy variables are such variables, which have fuzzy subsets of some suitable universe of
discourse X as their values [4]. It is often additionally assumed, that these fuzzy values
vaguely indicate "true" values of these variables, which are points of the universe X. A
linguistic variable is a variable, which takes fuzzy variables as its values [9]. Selected fuzzy
variables constitute a term set of the linguistic variable. For example, the linguistic variable
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age may have its universe of discourse [0,100] and a possible term set T with fuzzy variables
young, middle-aged and old (Figure 1).

T = {young, middle - aged, old] Equation 2.4
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Figure 1. Linguistic variable age

3 The Use of Expert Opinion for Estimation of Component Unavailability

Necessary input data for system unavailability estimation are component failure rates X. For
specific PSAs, usually specific data bases are build, for example [5]. However, experience has
shown that specific data of some components are too scarce to estimate a specific failure rate,
e.g. data on electrical components. For such components, generic data gathered from other
data bases, such as [1],[2] are used. The method, described in this paper, enables a suitable
failure rate estimation with the help of expert judgement of maintenance people.

The basis of the method is expert judgement about component state, e.g. good, fair, bad. This
information is combined with the information, gathered from classical probability theory and
reliability data. The result is a component reliability parameter (failure rate), which reflects
the current state of a specific component.

The basic requirement for the application of the new method is the use of available PSA data
and component models, which have already been developed. Another very important
requirement is that the method has to be general enough to cover any specific component,
system or mode of operation.

3.1 Mathematical Background

Let component state be a linguistic variable with the term set T, containing fuzzy variables Fi:

T s {Fl, F2, F3} = {good, fair,bad] Equation 3.1

For each fuzzy variable a triangular membership function JUFI is defined, where the base
variable is the component unavailability U (see also Figure 2):

l-U + l 0<U<0,5

2-U 0 <U <0,5

•2-U + 2 0,5<U<l

Equation 3.2

Equation 3.3
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J*F3(U)=2-U-1 0,5 < t/ < 1 Equation 3.4

MF2

MF3

... good

... fair

...bad

Figure 2. Linguistic variable component state
(F1,F2,F3)

For interpretation of expert judgement (FI, F2 or F3), a mapping function called the
performance pattern p(U), needs to be selected. This function maps the component state, in
this case component unavailability, into the time elapsed from the beginning of the
component operation. The shape of the performance pattern might be known from previous
performance monitoring or from probability distributions, found in various data bases.

In this paper, a "classical" exponential component probabilistic model is used to relate
unavailability Uto time t (Figure 3). Parameters (failure rates) were selected from an existing
specific data base [5].

= 1 — e~ ' Equation 3.5

After rearrangement, we obtain:

X
Equation 3.6

2.50E+06

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

u
Figure 3. Component performance pattern p(U).

From the equation of the linguistic average of function p(U) for fuzzy variable Fi [9], [6], the
(expected) average time Tiav elapsed from the beginning of component operation can be
estimated, if the component is evaluated with linguistic term Fi and performance pattern p(U):
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Tiar = Av(p; Fi) = -. Equation 3.7
\(jj)du

V

If the component is evaluated with linguistic term Fi, the unavailability Ufi(Tiav) is:

UFi(Tiay)^U(Tiav) Equation 3.8

The unavailability, concerning the selected component state term Fi, is compared with the
component unavailability, calculated with the classical probabilistic approach. The difference
between unavailabilities based on probabilistic and combined probabilistic-fuzzy approach is
used to estimate the new mean value of the component failure rate.

Eq»ation3.9

where:

To ... observation time: time, at which the component was linguistically evaluated

3.2 Procedure

1. Select the linguistic variable and its term set.

T(component state) = {F\, F2, F3\ = {good, fair, bad]

2. Determine membership functions JUFJ(U).

See Equations 3.2-3.4 and Figure 2.

3. Select component unavailability model U(t) and its probability parameters.

X ... probability parameter, selected from appropriate data base

4. Calculate component unavailability U(TO) with classical probabilistic approach.

5. Estimate, if the component unavailability, calculated with classical probabilistic approach,
agrees with the unavailability interval of the selected fuzzy variable Fi.

The criterion of maximal membership function (See Figure 2) is:

0 < U(T) <Ul2 .. .component estimated with FI .. .classical model suitable
... component estimated with F2, F3 ... estimation of Xnew needed

Un <U(T)< U23 .. .component estimated with FI .. .estimation of Xnew needed
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.. .component estimated with F2 .. .classical model suitable

... component estimated with F3 ... estimation of Anew needed

U23<U(T)<\ ... component estimated with F1,F2 .. .estimation of Xnew needed
.. .component estimated with F3 .. .classical model suitable

6. Calculate average time Tiav elapsed from the beginning of component operation, if the
component is evaluated with linguistic term Fi.

See Equation 3.7.

7. Calculate component unavailability UFI, if the component is evaluated with linguistic term
Fi.

See Equation 3.8.

8. Calculate XneWj, taking into account the linguistic data of the component.

See Equation 3.10.

3.3 Example

Let the failure rate of a reviewed component be lognormally distributed with parameters:

A = 2E-6 1/h
EF= 10

We estimate the component state at time T= 105.216 hours (« 12 years).

From Equations 3.7 and 3.8, we obtain:

Tlav« 96.574 h» 11 years
T2av* 403.426 h « 46 years
T3av « 1.096.574 h * 125,5 years

0,55

If the component state is Fi, then the corresponding, linguistically evaluated failure rate XneW

is (Equation 3.10):

ew2 ~ 7,7E-6
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On Figure 4, the resulting probability densities for component failure rate are shown, after the
component was evaluated with combined probabilistic-fuzzy approach. It was assumed, that
the new failure rates are also lognormally distributed with error factor EF= 10.
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Figure 4. Possible probability densities after linguistic
evaluation

The probability density of the generic failure rate is the lognormal distribution f(AgenenC).
Using the linguistic variable component state, the shape of the probability density distribution
is modified. If the selected fuzzy variable is good, then the mean of the component failure rate
assumes a lower value; on the other hand, if the selected fuzzy variable is fair or bad, the
mean of the component failure rate assumes a higher value. The modification of the mean
value of the failure rate depends on the observation time and the selected fuzzy variable.

In our case, the failure rate can change for a factor of 10 if the component state is bad. For
components with high importance factors, calculated during system or power plant analysis,
this increase in failure rate is not negligible and should be included in further assessment. If
the component is continually linguistically evaluated, then the method can be used as a basis
for plant specific data base building, failure data trending programme (ageing) or TS
optimization.

4 Conclusions

A method for estimating the component failure rate, and consequently component
unavailability, with the help of fuzzy logic methods, was proposed. With this method, the
failure rate reflects the knowledge of probability and fuzzy theory, generic information from
classical reliability database and expert judgement of maintenance people about a specific
component.

The method is still in the phase of development and has two main weaknesses:

1. The result of the method is a point estimation of the failure rate. For a probability
distribution of the new failure rate to be obtained, some additional assumptions are
necessary.
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2. In the present paper, the linguistic variable component state has only three elementary
fuzzy variables: good, fair, bad. The selection of fuzzy variables, the shape of their
membership functions, and the appropriate time of observation should be studied
separately for specific components or groups of similar components in the plant.

However, the concept of combining probability and fuzzy logic theory seems to be
appropriate for transformation of generic to specific data.
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